
 

 

 
To:   Kerry Metlen, Darren Borgias, The Nature Conservancy 
Cc:   Rep. Pamela Marsh, Senators Ron Wyden and Jeff Merkley  
From:  Dominick DellaSala (Geos Institute), Dennis Odion (Univ. 

California, Santa Barbara), William Baker (Univ. 
Wyoming), Luke Ruediger (Klamath Forest Alliance), 
Evan Frost (consultant ecologist), Rich Nawa (private 
consultant) 

Subject:  Scientific shortcomings and areas of disagreement 
regarding TNC’s Rogue Basin strategy to treat 1.1 million 
acres of forests in southwest Oregon  

Date:  September 15, 2018 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on Metlen’s et al. 2018 paper 
“Regional and local controls on historical fire regimes of dry forests and 
woodlands in the Rogue Basin, Oregon, USA,” and TNC’s Rogue Basin 
fire and thinning strategy for southwest Oregon. While we acknowledge 
the considerable effort that you, colleagues, and those involved in field 
work put into the Metlen et al. study, and the fact that it went through 
peer review, we are writing to call your attention to numerous 
methodological flaws that were apparently missed that create uncertainty 
in fire risk reduction assumptions being used to back widespread 
thinning treatments, and that a general lack of confidence in whether 
your approach is truly restorative or will actually degrade the region’s 
unique and fire-mediated biodiversity. We have tried previously to point 
these concerns out to you, in the hopes that they would be sufficiently 
addressed before implementation, via a 22-page letter of February 16, 
2016 that was never responded to by TNC. Thus, we now provide this 
35-page critique of your approach with the intent of making 
improvements to it before any widespread implementation and so that 
fire-risk reduction efforts in the region first and foremost address 
community wildfire and fire fighter safety so that fire can be safely 
restored to the landscape for its keystone ecosystem benefits. 
 
In general, TNC is proposing massive thinning treatments on 1.1 million 
acres in southwest Oregon, including, during implementation, within 
many high conservation value areas (e.g., old-growth forests discussed 
below). Additionally, since your approach was recently endorsed by the 
Medford Mail Tribune using questionable estimates of 70 percent 
(grossly inflated) wildfire risk reduction and overly optimistic costs of 
$30 million over 20 years ($600 million which is likely a low-ball 
estimate), we believe the public should be aware of how taxpayer dollars 
will be spent if appropriated by Congress, instead of where it should be 
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spent – home and fire fighter safety. We also understand that you have begun to implement 
elements of this strategy with the BLM via timber sales based on your approach that includes 
logging old-growth trees and that in some cases TNC has been altering portions of BLM 
Environmental Assessments to insert the strategy into timber sale planning (based on FOIA’d 
documents obtained by Luke Ruediger). In meetings with the Applegate community that we 
attended, you proposed widespread thinning in the Applegate watershed that was summarily 
rejected by local residents and scientists attending because it could enter roadless areas, late-
successional reserves, and spotted owl critical habitat. To us, the lack of addressing impacts of 
your proposal and transparency with the public reflects a potential conflict of interest for TNC 
and an inability to allow the public to scrutinize your work before it is widely adopted by federal 
agencies and possibly decision makers. Thus, in this letter, we provide a thorough review of your 
strategy with the scientific weight of evidence we would give to any federal action where the 
science is in question so that decision makers and the public can be fully aware (transparency 
matters) of the risks involved. We remain interested in working with you to resolve these 
ongoing differences and we believe there remains an opportunity to resolve them as we indicate 
in our closing remarks.   
 
We summarize six main points that reflect major deficiencies in your approach with more detail 
that follows in the hope that you can clarify, correct, and narrow the scope of your application in 
any regional or local presentations such as the current smoke and wildfire risk reduction 
discussions underway in our region and in any national legislation that the Oregon delegation, 
and, Congress in general, might address at some point pertaining to your approach: 
 

1. An inherent bias toward predominantly south, east, and west aspects and dry forest types 
skewed results toward frequent fires (short return intervals) of low-moderate severity 
effects that are not the dominant fire regime historically or currently. This problem is 
present throughout your manuscript and while you incorporate regional studies, most of 
the citations are based on limited fire-scar sampling that misses the variability of mixed-
severity fire, including large and small patches of high severity as natural and desirable 
ecologically. 

2. Over-reliance on fire-scar datasets has led to false conclusions about the predominance of 
low-moderate intensity fires that have maintained “open canopy forests” (now out of 
bounds because of fire suppression as you claim) with little discussion of sampling 
limitations (e.g., we note that high severity fire effects are not picked up by fire scar 
sampling since the trees die and their evidence is removed from the fire record this way, 
so you grossly underestimate high severity occurrence and provide no spatial 
heterogeneity of fire effects to show the region’s incredible variability). Instead, you state 
that fire scar records are “efficient and accurate.”  

3. Reliance on median measures of fire return intervals (FRIs) that mask the variability 
(distribution of the range of estimates) of FRIs and that does not comport with published 
historical accounts of dense vegetation types historical and current and why this is 
important to biodiversity (see below and historic photos we provide).  

4. Based on 1-3 above, this led to compounding errors that fail to account for regional 
variation in forest types (especially moist forests, upper elevation, mixed evergreen – the 
dominant type – on long fire return intervals) and over application of thinning (“dry 
forest restoration”) that could be applied in forest types you did not even sample. 
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5. The discussion on fire suppression incorrectly lumps the 1900s fire suppression era in 
with mechanized post WWII fire suppression that is especially relevant in this region 
given the region’s remoteness limited mechanized fire suppression until mainly during 
the 1980s – this lumping of fire eras creates the false expectation that fire cycles have 
been repeatedly missed due to over a century of suppression. 

6. No discussion of past and current industrial-scale logging effects on fire behavior even 
though recent studies show this may be more of a factor than fire suppression (see Odion 
et al. 2004, Bradley et al. 2016, Zald and Dunn 2018, not cited despite regional focus).  

 
In addition to the above concerns, there is an inherent bias in your discussion regarding studies 
that do not agree with your findings (e.g., Baker and Odion). You state that the peer-reviewed 
work of these authors was “found to be flawed.” However, Odion et al. 2014 (which you 
criticize) was based on multiple lines of evidence and the criticism of their work was dealt with 
in a rebuttal that you failed to even cite correctly (see Odion et al. 2016: PlosOne. 
DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0154579). Baker’s work also is based on extensive sampling using 
many more survey plots over a much larger spatial and temporal scale than your study.  
 
Because you were critical of Dr. Odion’s and Baker’s work, we took the liberty of inviting them 
on this review. Box 1 was prepared by Dr. Baker.  
 
Box 1. Response to Metlen et al. “critique” of Baker’s work.  
 
Metlen et al.'s conclusion and comments (p. 52) about fire severity and fire regimes are not held 
back by their admitted lack of any evidence. First, they concluded they have "evidence for a 
preponderance of frequent low- to mixed-severity fire" a remarkable conclusion after saying in 
the topic sentence: "this study does not directly evaluate historical fire severity." There is no 
indirect basis presented that has substantive evidence. Then, not to be held back, they compare 
their evidence-free concept of the historical fire regime to other work: "this differs somewhat 
from the interpretations of historical fire regimes proposed by several authors (Baker, 
2006...Odion et al. 2014)."  
 
Then, to end with an evidence-free flourish, they take a side in debates over scientific evidence 
without reviewing any of the evidence: "The methods used by these authors have been rigorously 
evaluated and found to be flawed (Fule et al. 2006, 2013; Stevens et al. 2016; Levine et al., 
2017), but see rebuttals by Odion et al. (2014) and Baker and Williams (2018)." Metlen et al. 
present no evidence of rigorous evaluation. The rebuttals, needless to say, presented evidence 
that the studies are not flawed, but Metlen et al. present none of that evidence at all either.  
 
This is not science. Metlen et al. have almost no evidence about historical fire severity or fire 
regimes, except fire frequency--they did not generally study these topics. Their rhetorical 
summary judgments about other studies also are evidence free. 
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PROBLEMS WITH FIRE SCAR SAMPLING THAT LED TO OVEREMPAHSIS OF 
DRY FOREST DOMINANCE AND INAPPROPRIATE SHORT FRIs THAT DO NOT 
REFLECT REGIONAL VARIATION IN FIRE OR FOREST TYPES 
 
We note that you state, “U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management records were used 
to identify stands that had not been extensively harvested or burned by wildfire in the 20th 
century." Then, your abstract states: "Frequent fire and cool season burning ended in the research 
stands 110-165 years ago." This is confusing to us, as you say that you excluded stands that 
experienced fire in the early 20th century then point to a cessation of fires in the early 20th 
century as a dominant pattern (how can this be if you excluded those stands?).  
 
From our review of your methods, it appears that most of your study sites were on 
"predominantly south, east and west aspects" (Metlen et al. Table 1). Additionally, the tree 
species (plant groups) surveyed were skewed towards those that tend to sustain more frequent 
and lower severity fire as noted.  
 
"Cross-dated fire-scar samples from 106 trees, recorded 217 fire-intervals among 13 sites (Table 
2). The species composition of these trees was, 66% P. ponderosa, 12% P. 
lambertiana, 10% Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, 5% P. menziesii, 4% Calocedrus decurrens, and 
3% P. jeffreyi." (p.49) 
 
Surveying >80% pine (ponderosa, sugar, Jeffrey) and only 5% Douglas-fir skewed sites toward 
high frequency, low severity fire and more open landscapes. Mixed evergreen forests dominated 
by Douglas-fir, the predominant vegetation in this region, support much more variability than 
pine stands on south, west and east exposures yet you provide very little information on the 
dominant system and then make broad inferences from the areas you sampled (compounding 
errors). The trees and plant communities chosen for your study fail to reflect the substantial beta-
diversity along topo-edaphic and climatic gradients that early botanists like Robert Whittaker and 
others were describing since at least the 1960s (also botanical surveys by pioneering botanists 
that6 first explored the region’s incredible plant diversity).  
 
According to your analysis, “Sites were selected to be dispersed across the Rogue Basin, in 
relatively undisturbed sites, within large patches of warm insolation, midslope/ridge topographic 
positions in the most abundant PVTs.” (P.46). This leaves out large portions of southwestern 
Oregon’s vegetative diversity characteristic of a mixed severity fire regime. For example, if you 
also chose north-facing Douglas-fir stands and canyon bottoms or high elevation forests you 
would have found more variability and longer FRIs. Since these areas were not studied, the 
analysis resulted in “dry forest restoration” recommendations that could be broadly applied at the 
regional scale especially inappropriately in forest types on long FRIs. This is not the exception 
but rather the rule as Odion et al. (2004) demonstrated that for mixed-evergreen forests in our 
region as the time between successive fires increases, the severity of fire decreases. Therefore, 
applying a dry forest prescription on the predominant forest type in this region is clearly 
inappropriate and likely to degrade ecosystem integrity and fire-mediated biodiversity.  

The bias toward local site sampling also means that you cannot show how fires burned 
historically or what the structure or composition of these stands was like at larger temporal-
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spatial scales. Some stands may have been open, others closed, and at different successional 
stages then you found using 10 or fewer trees at each study site (were these sites even randomly 
selected?). Many of the trees in your sites could have survived relatively frequent fire as 
reported, but the variability in FRIs, along with terrain and weather could also lead to more 
mixed severity fire effects and longer gaps in the FRI at landscape scales that are masked by 
focusing on median FRIs in limited sampling areas. Based on your research, we know that these 
specific trees survived a given fire event, but we do not know the severity of that fire or the level 
of tree mortality within the stand associated with that fire. Your research really only shows a fire 
history for the 5-10 trees on each site and extrapolating beyond that scale is clearly 
inappropriate.  
 
Moreover, the gap in FRIs reported (18-52 years) could easily recruit more-dense, fire intolerant 
and shade tolerant vegetation as is evident in historical accounts (see below) that you do not even 
cite. This would allow Douglas-fir to recruit and become fairly fire-resistant overtime (how else 
could we even have old-growth forests in this region?). These trees could then under-burn in 
subsequent lower severity fires and alter the composition until the next mixed or high severity 
fire resets the successional clock and promotes complex early seral and regeneration (Swanson et 
al. 2011, DellaSala et al. 2014). The variability is important even if the average FRI is low and 
that variability is missed by the narrow scope of sample sites and tendency to rely on median 
FRIs.  
 
Box 2 (prepared by Dr. Baker) illustrates more clearly the bias in your fire-scar sampling design 
that led to overestimating fire occurrence at the site level. 
 
Box 2. Inherent Bias in Fire Scar Sampling to Estimate FRIs. 
 
Metlen et al. provide no evidence about historical fire severity, historical tree density or basal 
area. There is really no basis in this paper for any restoration recommendation, except perhaps to 
put fire into these stands. Certainly, this study provides no basis for thinning, fuel reduction, or 
other forest structure restoration specifics. Moreover, as I show below, historical fires did NOT 
generally occur often enough to keep shrubby fuels low or keep trees from regenerating etc.  
 
In particular, they missed all prior critiques of the old fire-scar methodology that they use, which 
shows that composite fire intervals (CFIs) substantially underestimate the length of the average 
population mean fire interval (PMFI), which is equal to the fire rotation (FR). My 2017 paper in 
PLOS One explains all the problems with their old methods and offers an accurate regression 
estimator of the true PMFI/FR, based on a large dataset. The trouble with CFIs is that they were 
not designed to estimate the rate of fire, there is now wide agreement that they do not 
estimate the rate of fire. CFIs only tell us that a fire occurred somewhere in their < 25 ha sites. 
Most fires were small (see Baker 2017) and burned only part of the < 25 ha area, so more than 
one of these fires would have been needed to burn an area equal to the whole study site once 
(which is the fire rotation). 
 
Using my regression equation for Mean CFI--all fires in their Table 2 (in parentheses below), 
these are the corresponding PMFI/FR estimates from the equation in Table 2 of Baker (2017). 
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Metlen et al. applied a two-tree filter, but so did many of the calibration studies, so this is an 
appropriate equation. The equation is PMFI/FR = 2.440 X Mean CFI-all fires.  
 
THEIR MEAN IN PARENTHESES x 2.440 = THE ESTIMATED PMFI/FR  
Big Butte (8 years) = 20 years 
Briggs (11) = 27 years 
Coggins (7) = 17 years 
Elder (11) = 27 years 
Elliott (9) = 22 years 
Emigrant (7) = 17 years 
Evans (16) = 39 years 
Grayback Creek (17) = 41 years 
Horn Gap (7) = 17 years 
Star (12) = 29 years 
Taylor (9) = 22 years 
Trail (8) = 20 years 
Winburn (13) = 32 years 
 
Across these 13 sites, the mean is 25 years, the SD is 8 years, the median is 22 years, the range 
17-41 years. 
 
In Baker (2017), I explained the rationale for using a 25-year fire rotation as the upper limit for 
"frequent fire" so 7 of the 13 sites (54%) would qualify under that criterion. Metlen et al. indicate 
that more than 5-10 years after a fire are needed to reaccumulate shrubby fuels to pre-fire levels, 
but Baker (2017) reviews evidence that pre-fire fuels reaccumulate within < 25 years. Thus, 
likely for more than half the sampled sites, fire did not prevent shrubs and tree regeneration, and 
a large percentage of sites likely had shrubby fuels and small trees recovered before the next 
fire.  
 
Overall, across the western US, only 14% of dry-forest area, mostly in Arizona and New 
Mexico, qualify as "frequent-fire" forests (Baker 2017). What percentage of dry forests and 
woodlands in the Rogue Basin had frequent fire cannot be determined from their sample, since it 
is an intentionally biased, not probabilistic sample.   
 
The Metlen et al. sample is not a probabilistic statistical sample of the population of "dry forests 
and woodlands in the Rogue River Basin" as pointed out by others already (tree species, 
vegetation, site etc.), limiting the evidence to "warm insolation, midslope/ridge topographic 
positions." It is a stratified sample, but it is not clear that sample sites were randomly chosen, 
since they specifically identified stands that were not extensively harvested or burned. It would 
be difficult to determine what the population is that was sampled, how much land area that 
would represent, or what fraction of dry forests and woodlands in the Rogue Basin is 
represented.  
 
Metlen et al. study areas are far too large, so they had the opportunity to cherry-pick trees with 
many scars, a known sampling bias that reduces the CFI to uncharacteristic low levels. Picking 
trees across a large area also means that many more fires get added that did not burn across all 
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parts of the plot. Most plot-based samples these days are down in the 1 ha range to reduce 
overcompensation and focus on fires that likely did burn most of the plot. Baker (2017 S1 Text) 
showed that, given reported scarring rates in fires, sampling areas of < 1 ha should be sufficient 
to detect any fire that occurred, thus Metlen et al.'s much larger < 25 ha study areas greatly 
overcompensate for the minimum sample that is needed to detect all fires, overinflating the 
number of fires in the composite list that is supposed to reflect the fires that burned a point, 
which greatly reduces the mean CFI relative to the truth. Thus, it is likely that the true PMFI/FRs 
at each site are even longer than my equations predict.  
 
An additional bias that is very important is that Metlen et al. say that "All sites were historically 
dominated by large, fire-resistant conifers." As I review in Baker (2017), fire-scar researchers 
have in several cases found that fire scars were much rarer in younger, denser forests that also 
occurred historically and that are dominant today. Thus, my PMFI/FR estimates and Metlen et 
al.'s data should only be assumed to apply to the old historical forests that occurred, NOT to all 
historical dry forests, and should correspondingly be applied to only the remaining old 
component of modern landscapes. In most modern forests the rate of burning should be much 
lower to reflect the observed lower rate of scarring and thus likely lower rate of burning in non-
old forests.  
 
OVERESTIMATION OF CANOPY OPENNESS WITHOUT AN HISTORICAL 
BASELINE OR REFERENCE CONDITION 
 
Numerous studies of historical vegetation in the Rogue Basin, using multiple lines of evidence, 
have concluded that the area was primarily occupied by closed plant community types (Hickman 
and Christy 2009, Hickman and Christy 2011, Duren et al. 2012, DiPaolo and Hosten 2015 – 
also see historical photos Attachment A) (that is open areas – while present – were the exception 
and not the rule as you claim). Thus, many of the early landscape descriptions and photographs 
of the region describe or depict a significant component of closed forest, chaparral and woodland 
habitats (Pullen 1996) that you clearly underestimate. Two important regional studies also not 
referenced in your paper are Duren and Muir (2010) and Gilligan and Muir (2011). These studies 
looked at dendrochronological data in non-forest woody vegetation and found evidence for the 
presence of dense oak woodlands and chaparral during the settlement era and that a one-size-fits-
all thinning approach was inconsistent with the conservation of these important ecosystems.  
 
We suspect that the use of LANDFIRE in your study generated a natural range of variability for 
forests with a relatively large proportion of forests predicted to be in an "open canopy" condition 
as a result of the short FRIs. In our prior comments during your Applegate presentation, we 
demonstrated how the actual frequency of fire in the landscape will be much different than the 
frequency from the composite approach that has been widely used by you and colleagues but 
criticized (see Box 2 above).  
 
Box 3 is provided to reiterate our prior comments (also – at least some of the studies we cite in 
our Table 1 are not included in your Table 4). 
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Box 3. Mean vs. Actual FRIs for the Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion.  
 
“We illustrated the difference between the composite fire return interval (16 years) and the actual 
fire interval (52 years) as found by Minnich et al. (2000) and demonstrated this discrepancy for 
the Sierra Nevada (Table 1).  In addition, Agee (1991) found that a 100-year period without 
fire (the variability in fire return intervals is relatively high) occurred in the Oregon Caves 
area within the Rogue Basin. Interestingly, relatively long fire-free periods and high variability 
in fire intervals was also illustrated by the tree cross section that was displayed at the Applegate 
meeting.  While relatively frequent fire scars were apparent in some portions of this sample, the 
lack of scars in other portions suggests that there had been a period of approximately ~60 years 
with very little if any fire at this location. 
 
The data of Taylor and Skinner from the western Siskiyous in California also illustrate long fire-
free intervals in this part of the ecoregion. They report the range in composite fire intervals for 
forests ranging from ponderosa pine to Douglas-fir and white fir as 6.5 - 116 years (Table 1). 
These kinds of variable fire intervals are sufficient for abundant tree recruitment and the 
occurrence of dense forests in this region, as also described in the historical accounts we 
summarized (DiPaolo’s presentation, Leiberg’s 1900s accounts).  However, even if we assume 
fires were frequent, it cannot be assumed that tree recruitment would be suppressed.  This may 
require the combination of frequent fire and a low productivity, semi-arid environment like the 
American Southwest.  We have much more productive forests here. The general forest 
development model from the Southwest is not ecologically appropriate in this region, as we tried 
to explain.”   
 
Table 1. Mean fire frequency prior to fire suppression from studies undertaken in the northern 
Sierra Nevada and southern Cascades (from our prior critique of the Applegate project). 

Forested 

zone 

Forest types Fire Scar Return 

Interval (yrs) 

Actual fire 

Interval 

from 

mapped 

fires (yrs) 

Source 

Lower-

montane 

Mixed-conifer pine 8-15 NA Stephens and 

Collins (2005). 

Mid-montane White fir, sugar 

pine, Jeffrey pine 

14-15 22-50 Bekker and 

Taylor (2001) 

 White fir, ponderosa 

pine, red fir  

7.6-14.2 28.2 Beaty and 

Taylor (2001) 

 Jeffrey pine, white 

fir, red fir 

13.9-35.4 NA Beaty and 

Taylor (2007) 
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Mid-upper 

montane 

White fir, Jeffrey 

pine, red-fir 

24-47 46-147 Bekker and 

Taylor (2001) 

 Jeffrey pine, white 

fir, red fir 

16-70 24.5-75.9 Taylor 2000 

 
In closing, what would have strengthened your paper is a discussion of limitations of fire scar 
sampling. Instead, you state that “absence of a fire-scar is not evidence that there was no fire” 
and you conclude that this could actually mean fire frequency was underestimated. We disagree 
that this is the only problem with fire scar sampling. In fact, fire scar sampling misses high 
severity fire influences, which is why researchers are going more toward a grid-based sampling 
system but even that has problems in not picking up high severity fire effects that do not leave 
fire scars – simply put – you cannot ignore this fire component in a mixed severity system such 
as what is characteristic of our region.  
 
PROBLEMS WITH SEASONAL BURNING ASSUMPTIONS AND FIRE SUPPRESSION  
 
Your study states that roughly half the regional fires burned outside summer months, but much 
of what you are likely detecting (i.e., late summer and early fall) could have been from summer 
ignitions that burned into the fall. Additionally, current suppression effects depress cool, late 
season burning. This is because late in the season when fires are relatively easier to suppress, 
managers put them out rather than allowing them to perform vital ecosystem functions. Thus, 
contemporary fire suppression has now resulted in large fires burning under extreme conditions 
that we simply cannot stop. These contemporary fires burn mostly during the summer months, 
not because of the timing of ignitions, but rather due to fire suppression activities. Any changes 
in seasonality could be corrected by allowing more fires to burn under moderate conditions in the 
fall, yet you rely on solely “dry forest restoration” via mechanical treatments.  
 
Importantly, you inappropriately lump early and contemporary fire suppression into one fire 
suppression era (>1905). In no way did early 20th century suppression effects rival that of the 
more expansive post-WW II effects, particularly since the explosive rise in fire-suppression 
spending, since the 1980s. How could the shovels and pick-axes (and horses) of the early 20th 
century compete (in terms of fire regime effects) with the scale of air tankers, thousands of fire 
fighters, bulldozers, and use of flame-retardants of today’s militaristic fire suppression forces?  
 
The efficacy of fire suppression in the more rugged and remote portions of southwestern Oregon 
was minimal until technological advances allowed for a more aggressive suppression response. It 
was not until after WWII that the effectiveness of fire suppression improved and had more effect 
on species composition, forest structure and fire frequency.   
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NO MENTION OF EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL-SCALE LOGGING ON FIRE 
REGIMES 
 
It is stunning to us that you would ignore recent published studies on how logging has altered 
fire behavior in this and other regions (Odion et al. 2004, Bradley et al. 2016, Zald and Dunn 
2018). These researchers showed how areas with the most logging burned in highest severities.  
 
Additionally, there is no discussion about the limitations of thinning treatments and whether it is 
effective in extreme fire weather. These limitations include: 
 

§ Depending on scale and intensity (and slash removal), commercial thinning can increase 
fire hazards by removing large, fire-resistant trees and excessively opening the overstory 
(see BLM photos Appendix B), increase wind penetrance and fire spread, accumulate 
activity slash, trigger aggressive understory shrub response associated with heavy canopy 
removal, and thinned areas are unlikely to encounter a fire during the short period when 
fuels are lowest leading to the need for repeat and expensive treatments (every 10-20 
years depending on site productivity).   

§ Thinning can damage soils, increase carbon emissions (above even that of most fires), 
impact wildlife habitat, reduce late successional habitat/species, and, the extensive road 
system needed, is especially damaging to water quality and aquatic species plus it is 
associated with increased human-caused fire ignitions (summarized in DellaSala et al. 
2013, 2017, 2018).  

§ Thinning is ineffective if not followed by prescribed fire and even then it is most likely to 
be ineffective in extreme fire weather, the predominant driver of fire behavior in mixed-
severity fire systems of our region. Therefore, thinning should be targeted to close to 
homes and in flammable tree plantations (small trees).  

 
This over dependence on widespread thinning as “restorative” paints a biased picture 
inappropriately derived from your findings that may conflict with the statements you make in the 
paper about the area’s exceptional biodiversity, much of which is mediated by the repeat 
occurrence of mixed-severity fire that includes patches (small and large) of high severity fire 
(Martin and Sapsis 1992, Odion et al. 2014, DellaSala and Hanson 2015). Moving the system 
more toward open forests and low-moderate intensity burns is likely to degrade fire-mediated 
biodiversity and ecosystem integrity by creating novel systems yet there is no discussion at all 
about impacts nor the regional importance of mixed severity fires to biodiversity (i.e., 
pyrodiversity begets biodiversity, see works by Donato et al. 2009, Fontaine et al. 2009, Perry et 
al. 2011, Halofsky et al. 2011, DellaSala and Hanson 2015). This last point is surprising to us 
given TNC’s mission is purported to have a biodiversity focus. 
  
It is also stunning to us that you would state on p. 44 (right side) “even age management and 
aggressive fire suppression, widespread practices that provide short-term advantages (emphasis 
added)…..”. What short term advantages do you mean and how do these “advantages” comport 
with studies about industrial-scale logging effects on fire behavior cited above, the loss of 
biodiversity from logging, and chronic ecosystem damages from roads?  
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We also disagree that local management is “increasingly utilizing ecological forestry…” This 
statement is completely false and we see no evidence of this beyond a handful of BLM pilots that 
were highly controversial for removal of big fire resistant-trees and the eco-forestry approach has 
been criticized for omission of significant ecosystem impacts (see the back and forth between 
DellaSala et al. 2013 and Johnson and Franklin in the J. of Forestry) (see example photos of 
typical BLM logging projects – Appendix B).  
 
Increasingly, under the 2016 RMP the BLM has emphasized timber production rather than fuel 
reduction or “restoration” in recent forest management projects such as Clean Slate and Griffin 
Halfmoon (see Mail Tribune Oped by Luke Ruediger). Both sales would include fuel increases 
for an estimated 10-20 years and loss of late successional habitat. Griffin Halfmoon would log 
757 acres in the Greensprings area utilizing regeneration harvests and Clean Slate would 
eliminate 175 acres of late successional forest. Current forest management projects on federal 
land are not being designed as restoration or ecoforestry projects as you claim, but rather as 
“sustained-yield” logging systems with a fuel spin off that actually is counter-productive (Box 
4).   
 
Box 4. TNC “dry forest restoration” results in logging old-growth trees (also see Appendix 
B photos). 
 
The Medford District BLM Clean Slate timber sale demonstrates how application of your fire 
history modeling and identification of “open old growth” as a restoration goal can result in 
inappropriate logging of old growth trees and logging existing open grown old growth stands. 
Apparently TNC collaborated with BLM by providing modeled missed fire events for Pickett 
West EA units that were later incorporated into silivicultural prescriptions for the Clean Slate 
timber sale. Prescriptions for logging closed forest units to 30% canopy were also reviewed by 
TNC but you failed to identify that 180-year old unit 22-5 is currently “open grown old growth.” 
Towering Douglas-fir trees up to 200 ft high comprise about 30% of the canopy in unit 22-5 with 
a tan oak understory.  Nevertheless, since TNC’s modeling indicated a need for “restoration” due 
to missed fire cycles the BLM marked large fire-resistant trees for logging in unit 22-5. One tree 
identified for logging due to missed fire cycles was cored by Rich Nawa and found to be >200 
years old. Similarly. unit 3-10 that according to TNC’s modeling had missed several fire cycles 
and was identified for “restoration thinning.” Perhaps dozens of trees in this unit identified for 
logging to “restore open grown old growth” are 240 years old based on increment boring. Nearby 
unit 3-11 with a magnificent stand of closed canopy old growth estimated at 170 years based on 
increment cores was marked for logging to restore open old growth as directed by TNC’s 
modeling and review. Needless to say, units 3-11 and 3-10 stands have always been closed 
canopy and are in no need of logging of large old fire-resistant trees to create an unnatural 30% 
canopy that never existed at these sites. TNC’s modeling and call for restoration of “open grown 
old growth” is at a too coarse a scale for application to mature stands (i.e. timber sale units) and 
best applied to young natural stands (<80 years), existing plantations and young trees. Logging 
trees >160 years some of which are 240 years demonstrate what can go very wrong (in our view) 
with application of this research to the unit scale in timber sales.     
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LACK OF CROSS-VALIDATION TO PUBLISHED HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS 
 
While you acknowledge that your study does not “directly evaluate historical fire severity,” 
completely ignoring how your findings relate historically is not appropriate either. DiPaolo and 
Hosten (2015) showed that portions of the region – e.g., the Applegate – had dense conifer 
establishment on hillsides. This was also presented by Luke Ruediger at the Applegate meeting 
where he had several historical photos of dense conifer forests from early-mid 1900s 
(https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ 5g0uxqk7u8beayx/ AADKTJk5E0BNvDQnn_RY_nHma?dl=0). 
Additionally, DiPaolo provides some example photos of circa 1900s photos showing extensive 
dense conifer stands historically in the region (Appendix A).  
 
Also, as noted by DiPaolo and Hosten (2015), Duren and Muir (2010), and Gilligan and Muir 
(2011), fires in this region often initiated dense conifer forest stands, dense shrublands and multi-
stemmed oak woodlands in the Applegate area (which was also the case as shown by 
Colomborali and Gavin using paleorecords of southwest Oregon fires). Frequent fire eventually 
covering the entire landscape within a decade or less, as your conclusions presume, would 
preclude development of dense vegetation types, of which there is ample evidence that these 
types were extensive in the Rogue Basin at the turn of the 20th century and prior (noted by 
Leiberg 1902, DiPaolo and Hosten 2015 Duren et al. 2012, Hickman and Christy 2009, Hickman 
and Christy 2011). Many first-hand descriptions from the pre-settlement and settlement era 
corroborate this as well, such as Lindsay Applegate’s description of crossing over the Rogue-
Klamath divide in the vicinity of the present-day Cascade-Siskiyou Monument in 1846 as “many 
days spent in the dense forests and among the mountains” (Taylor 1921). Colombaroli and Gavin 
(2010) note that, during past dry periods, current vegetation responses (and, for the most part, 
composition) to fire are consistent with what occurred over the long paleorecord (2,000 years of 
fire-plant associations). Interestingly, they report that the only anomaly in the paleorecord 
compared to current conditions was the excessive sediment load delivered to streams by 
clearcuts and roads, yet you mention nothing about reducing road impacts as part of a 
restoration agenda. Other studies also acknowledge the historical presence of dense vegetation in 
the region (Shatford et al. 2007).   
 
No one is arguing that there were not historically a lot more fires on the landscape or that open 
conifer forests did not exist. What is being disputed is the assertion that the presence of dense 
vegetation, represents a significant departure (anomaly) from historic vegetation conditions and 
that this is cause for widespread “dry forest restoration.” Arguing that this is the case is an over 
application and simplification of the effects of frequent low severity fires, in a mixed severity 
fire regime. It ignores the effects to composition and structure associated with a more variable 
fire frequency. This includes more inclusive explanations of historic vegetation conditions that 
are supported with evidence (historic descriptions, surveys and photos).  
 
Fires scars are only going to be recorded on the parts of the landscape where conditions are 
conducive for them to occur and in long-lived conifer species. They do not conclusively tell you 
much about the historic vegetation conditions on the portions of the landscape where they do not 
occur. Although you can document the fire history of individual trees, fire scars cannot document 
historic vegetative conditions, stand densities, seral stage distribution, composition and structure 
of forest stands within sites surveyed. Fire scar data do not capture high severity fire effects and 
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according to your own research, habitats with longer FRIs “are more difficult to characterize 
with fire scars” (p.52). 
 
OTHER PROBLEMS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
We call your attention to the following:  
 

§ The ENSO synchronization of fire with drought cycles argues for a climate-limited 
system rather than a fuel-limited fire system (see Littell et al. 2009: Fig. 1 that describes 
the Sierra region – which includes the KS – as climate-limited, not fuel limited). This is 
an important distinction given that your emphasis on “dry forest restoration” has no 
discussion regarding limitations in treatment efficacy under extreme fire weather, which 
governs the vast majority of fires in our region. To put this in recent perspective, the 
Biscuit (2002), Happy Camp (2014), Salmon August (2017), Chetco Bar (2017), this 
year’s regional fires, and many other regional fires have typically had a strong fire-
weather component that has much less to do with fuels than hot, dry, windy conditions 
during which those fires spread rapidly. It is important that this be discussed so as not to 
create false expectations of fire-security to the public via that massive thinning you are 
proposing.  

§ Your Figure 1 appears to be overly simplistic and contradictory. For instance, as time 
since fire increases (see Odion et al. 2004), there is a tendency toward lower fire severity 
as noted in this region. Yet your dry forest restoration is likely to lead to inappropriate 
thinning in mature mixed-evergreen forests on long FRIs. This apparent contradiction is 
also based on a lack of regional specificity of fuel-weather and time since fire dynamics 
as discussed. Additionally, while Fig 1 illustrates how high severity patches “lack large 
trees” this is a gross generalization. First, this is a problem of scale – high severity 
patches are not homogenous tree kill zones but have coarse-scale heterogeneity of fire 
effects and tree mortality (include many surviving big trees at scale). Secondly, high 
severity fires produce a critical pulse of biological legacies (snags, down logs, shrubs, 
etc) associated with complex early seral forests as diverse as old-growth forests (Swanson 
et al. 2011, DellaSala et al. 2014), yet you largely skip over this importance.  

§ Your interpretation of long FRIs and high severity fire (left side p. 44) is also incorrect – 
first, you fail to account for the region’s complex mixed-severity fires that produce large 
and small patches of high severity and you provide no evidence that high severity is 
increasing yet you state it as such in dry forests “under active fire-suppression” (see 
recent studies by Baker 2015 using MTBS datasets, Law and Waring 2015: Fig 1, Odion 
et al. 2014 plus appendices). Also, Hessburg et al. (2007) showed that fire regimes in the 
nearby dry Cascades were mixed severity and not predominately low severity as 
previously believed (the same is true of our region). 

§ The discussion of aboriginal influences on fire is noteworthy, culturally important, and 
appreciated. However, it would have strengthened your paper to have included some 
uncertainties – e.g., Indian fire ignitions were likely constrained by low elevation areas 
and seasonality, therefore, limiting their influence (we acknowledge this remains an area 
of historic debate and cultural controversy).  
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CLOSING SUMMARY OF KEY AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT AND LACK OF 
CONFIDENCE IN YOUR STUDY 
 
In closing, we summarize our concerns that render your analysis, methodologies, and approaches 
in the Rogue Basin inconsistent with historical, ecological, and restoration science for at least the 
following reasons. 
 

§ Data limitations – your study cannot be used in any fire assessment due to both targeted 
tree sampling as well as targeted site location that created an inherent bias and excluded 
one of the key components of mixed-severity systems – high severity effects (as far as we 
can tell, your sites were not even randomized but were targeted for a particular forest 
type).   

§ Targeted sampling methods are now being replaced by more grid-based sampling that 
you did not use in your study but would have improved the estimators to an extent, 
however, this still does not deal with lack of a fire record for high severity fire effects.  

§ Table 1 of your paper shows how actual fire frequencies from valid, area-based sampling 
are much longer than that from area-based studies, thereby, compounding your error rates 
and lowering confidence in extending results outside the very specific areas you studied. 

§ Fire scars occur on individual trees say nothing about historical tree density, therefore, 
you have no data on whether tree densities are outside historic range of variability. 

§ Fire scars can only be sampled on the trees that survived historical fires, they do not 
provide information about past tree mortality or spatial heterogeneity in historical fire 
regimes – again the scale of your analysis is very localized. 

§ LANDFIRE data are more suited for larger areas than the Rouge Basin. These data are 
also notoriously inaccurate at finer scales. 

§ Science relies on the use of all lines of available evidence, which you excluded any 
discussion of published paleoecology and historical accounts, particularly those that 
disagree with your findings (e.g., Baker, Odion).  

§ It has become widely accepted that historical fire regimes, even in the drier forests, were 
mixed severity yet you assume, based on limited sampling, it is predominately low-
moderate severity with short FRIs (ignoring other studies that conflict with your approach 
– Donato et al. 2009, Fontaine et al. 2009, Halofsky et al. 2011, Perry et al. 2011, 
DellaSala and Hanson 2015 and many others also show the region is a mixed-severity fire 
system). 

§ In all historical fire studies throughout conifer forests, there is very wide variation in the 
intervals between fire scars yet you focus mainly on medians that mask variation. 

  
In addition, we are concerned that broad application of your approach in the Rogue Basin is 
setting up false expectations of implied fire safety and low-balling of treatment costs while 
trivializing collateral ecosystem damages as follows: 
 

§ Degradation of biodiversity and ecosystem services from widespread treatments could be 
extensive – these include, late seral and complex early seral habitat losses, increased 
carbon emissions from logging, water quality degradation, spread of invasives, soil 
compaction, road impacts, type conversion to novel systems.  
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§ Financial and fire risk realities that work at cross purposes – the least financially valuable 
material (small trees generally 8-10 inches dbh) are most important to thin yet nearly 
every “fuel-reduction” project we have witnessed (e.g., BLM – Appendix B) has 
involved logging large (>20 in dbh) fire-resistant pines and Douglas-fir (you imply that 
this is “ecoforestry” but we see otherwise–see DellaSala et al. 2013 examples of large fire 
resistant trees removed in BLM ecoforestry pilots and September 12 Oped by Luke 
Ruediger in the Mail Tribune).  

§ Thinning that is not followed by broadcast burning can increase fire severity, and most 
thinning is not followed by burning especially on private lands.  

§ Damage to people from wildfires is predominantly due to urban conflagrations that are 
associated with vegetation other than conifer forests (e.g., fire in Ashland that burned 11 
homes, Klamathon 2018 fire). Focusing on reducing fire in forests is missing the target. 

§ Were it not for “megafires,” there would be, in effect, no fire restoration (i.e., 
pyrodiversity of large fires begets biodiversity along complex mixed severity effect 
gradients; a more biocentric approach would have included this – see DellaSala and 
Hanson 2015, DellaSala et al. 2017). 

§ Removing woody vegetation in lower elevations of the Rogue Basin, particularly 
chaparral, leads to type or partial type conversion to exotic flammable grasses. 

§ Damage to human assets in recent years has been caused by human-ignition of dried 
annual grass, which contains zero moisture, and therefore has the lowest flashpoint and 
more readily ignited than any other vegetation. 

 
The TNC Rogue Basin fire plan uses unrealistic financial estimates that would be a huge 
taxpayer burden (current projects are costing 2-5 times the amount estimated). For instance, you 
estimate that fuel treatment would cost $30 million per year for 1.1 million acres.  However, the 
cost of just treating ~ 8,000 acres of the Ashland watershed is estimated at $26 million (Chris 
Chambers quoted in “Forest News”). Ashland project costs were probably abnormally high due 
to use of helicopters. But, using a more realistic bound on the per acre cost of $2,000/acre, 1.1 
million acres of treatments could cost $2.2 billion for just a single time through treated areas 
that would need to be repeated then every 10-20 years at additional costs to maintain low fuel 
conditions (it is unlikely that Congress would ever appropriate this amount of funding leading to 
increased pressure to log big fire-resistant trees to pay for fuel reduction projects as we have seen 
repeatedly in this region). More realistic cost estimates should be provided as a range of 
estimates and the assumptions involved in estimates made transparent to the public, taxpayers, 
homeowners concerned about home losses and whether this helps any, and members of 
Congress.  
  
Based on the above, we remain greatly concerned that despite attempts to discuss these problems 
with you repeatedly, much of what you are showcasing is now being presented to decision 
makers and the public as smoke and fire risk reduction, which it clearly is not. The public’s 
legitimate fear of fire, and polarization of fire in general, is likely to lead to ecologically risky 
approaches that have the potential to compound uncharacteristic disturbances from logging and 
other land uses, and set the public up for false fire-security expectations that do not reduce 
wildfire risks to homes or fighter fighters, which we believe to be the top priority given limited 
resources, a changing climate, and the inevitability of large mixed-severity fires governed 
primarily by extreme fire weather. In our comments to you at the Applegate meeting, we 
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presented a plan that followed from Appendix C (Schoennagel below) and restoration principles 
of Frost (2001) with the hopes of avoiding disagreement but we never heard back from you.  
 
CLOSING RECOMMENDATIONS AND POTENTIAL AREAS OF AGREEMENT 
 
Historic occurrence of low severity fire regimes and open vegetation conditions frequently 
intersect with the vast majority of the region’s housing and human communities at low elevations 
in and around the major valley floors. These are places where strategically placed fuels reduction 
and ecological restoration may align to meet fire mitigation goals. However, it is important to 
consider that dense vegetation communities such as chaparral and oak woodland that 
experienced less frequent and more mixed fire regimes also historically and presently occur 
within these same locations, thus caution is needed to avoid impacting biodiversity (many native 
oak woodland, grasslands, and chaparral, for instance, are regionally and globally rare). 

Where housing occurs in more densely forested parts of the region that historically experienced 
mixed severity fire regimes, such as in the mountains and towards the coast, we recommend  

§ Restricting housing development to directly along major arterial roads.  
§ Retrofitting homes with fire resistant materials and assisting individual homeowners and 

larger clusters of homes and others structures in creating defensible space and fire escape 
routes.  

§ In those extremely few cases of homes that occur isolated in back country areas or in 
indefensible areas, the onus may just have to lay on the landowner to protect and insure 
their property against damages from wildfires.  

This is a practical and cost-effective strategy to prepare the vast majority of home owners for 
a wildfire event. Other sensible preparation measures include: 

§ Utilizing the major roads within the federally managed road prism and maintaining 
strategically placed sheltered fuel breaks along them to prepare for future fire 
containment.  

§ Power line rights-of-way also provide effective fuels breaks (alternatively they should be 
buried wherever possible to reduce ignition problems). This should help avoid the need or 
inclination to put in emergency dozer lines during fire suppression efforts.  

§ Thinning young tree plantations (small trees), removing logging slash, and closing or 
removing old, unneeded roads would also help ameliorate fire behavior and reduce 
potential ignitions.  

These activities can be done with an eye towards maintaining the ecologically important aspect 
of the treatment areas and allow for fires to be managed for ecosystem benefits under safe 
conditions (DellaSala et al. 2017). But to declare most of the region’s forests in need of 
vegetation thinning is a haphazard approach. Therefore, it will likely not yield what we believe 
to be the priorities -- protecting people and homes first and foremost, protecting high value 
conservation areas, and appropriate ecological restoration in degraded areas particularly by 
working with fire for ecosystem benefits under safe conditions. 

We include this link to more historical photos provided by Luke Ruediger that depicts landscape 
conditions in the 1930s and evidence of mixed-severity fire regimes, including dense vegetation 
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types (https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ 5g0uxqk7u8beayx/ 
AADKTJk5E0BNvDQnn_RY_nHma?dl=0). Additional historical photos (Appendix A) are 
provided along with BLM logging projects (Appendix B).  
 

APPENDIX A. HISTORIC REGIONAL PHOTOS (PROVIDED BY DOMINIC 
DIPAOLO) 

Two (A, B) Rogue Siskiyou National Forest photos circa 1915 (note dense forest stand). 

(A) Owens Road, Dead Indian Memorial, Douglas-fir dense stand 4600 feet msl. 

 

(B) Mix of open meadow and dense stand 
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Abbot Creek Telephone Camp high severity fire in dense stand, circa 1924.  
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Applegate area circa 1916. 
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Big Butte Creek circa 1917 note the dense stand composition. 
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Applegate area circa 1916 showing mix of open and mostly closed forest conditions. 
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APPENDIX B: BLM “FUELS REDUCTION” PROJECTS (RICH NAWA) 

 

Photo 1. Unit 3-11. Portions of unit 3-11 qualify as RA32 and old growth. The EA is defective 
because it failed to identify RA 32 and old growth characteristics in portions of unit 3-11. The 
BA and BiOp are also defective because they are based on inaccurate classifications of NSO 
habitat in unit 3-11. The EA misleads the public and decision maker about actual stand 
characteristics in unit 3-11 where heavy thinning of large old trees is proposed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo  2 .  Unit 3-11.  The Proposed Action logs the 3 large trees at left and retains the orange 
marked tree at right.  The three large “cut” trees are structural legacy trees as defined in the 
PRMP FEIS. The EA is defective because it fails to compare alternatives with respect to reduced 
structure due to removal of large trees.     
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Photo 3.  Unit 3-11. The RMP prohibits cutting trees 36”DBH and  >167 years in 2018. The 
Proposed Action violates the RMP by proposing to cut this 36”DBH tree which is 170 years.  
The EA is defective because it did not disclose that proposed logging would violate age/size 
standards of the RMP. .  There are also numerous structural  legacy trees identified for cutting in 
unit 3-11 that are  greater than 160 years . The EA violates NEPA by not discussing the adverse 
impacts of substantially reducing stand structure in unit 3-11 and other units by logging 2,080 
large trees >20”DBH.  
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Photo 7. Clean Slate unit 3-9. Half the unit consists of unlogged, mid-seral forest. The stand is in 
the process of self-thinning and is developing habitat complexity through blowdown and other 
forms of mortality. The western portion of the stand is complex, old forest with stands between 
24" and 56" in diameter. A small portion of the stand has been logged, but many old trees were 
retained and the canopy has recovered in the preceding years. The BLM has documented the 
stand to be 160 years old, but many of the stand's largest trees are likely much older. The EA, 
BA and BiOp claim the stand is dispersal habitat for the Northern Spotted Owl. This designation 
is clearly an error as all the higher quality habitat characteristics of Nesting, Roosting and 
Foraging habitat are present. The EA misleads the public and decision ma 
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Photos 9a,9b. Unit 22-5.  Contrary to what is asserted in the EA:65 with figure 3-3, this 180-year 
old stand displays high structural diversity due to dominance by large diameter and fire resistant 
trees.  Canopy trees up to 200 ft in height have high crown base ratios indicating good vigor. 
Shade intolerant species such as pine and broad-leaved trees are present in densities consistent 
with descriptions for this Plant Association The forest floor has a diverse native shrub and 
herbaceous component. Understory tan oak, madrone and conifers contribute to a multi-layered 
stand desirable for Northern Spotted Owls.   The EA:81 erroneously identified this unit as 
dispersal habitat. Erroneous NSO classifications of this unit and others means that the EA, BA, 
and BiOp are defective.   This stand currently is “open grown old growth” with an estimated 
30% overstory canopy of old growth trees.  Thus, the proposed action errs by proposing to thin 
to create “open grown old growth” where it already exists.  Contrary to what is stated in the EA, 
this open grown old growth stand is currently highly resistant to “mortality from insects, forest 
pathogens, drought, windstorms, and wildfire.” 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Insights from Wildfire Science: A Resource for Fire Policy Discussions 
 
Tania Schoennagel1, Penny Morgan2, Jennifer Balch1, Philip Dennison3, Brian Harvey1, Richard 

Hutto4, Meg Krawchuk5, Max Moritz6, Ray Rasker7, and Cathy Whitlock8 

 

Available online at: http://headwaterseconomics.org/wildfire/insights 
 

1University of Colorado-Boulder, 2University of Idaho, 3University of Utah, 4University of 
Montana,5Oregon State University, 6University of California-Berkeley, 7Headwaters 
Economics, 8Montana State University 

[KEYWORDS: forests, shrublands, wildfire, climate change, fire management, fuel reduction 
treatments, prescribed fire, restoration, fire-adapted, bark beetles, land-use planning, fire-adapted 
communities] 

Record blazes swept across parts of the US in 2015, burning more than 10 million acres. The 
four biggest fire seasons since 1960 have all occurred in the last 10 years, leading to fears of a 
‘new normal’ for wildfire. Fire fighters and forest managers are overwhelmed, and it is clear that 
the policy and management approaches of the past will not suffice under this new era of western 
wildfires. In recent decades, state and federal policymakers, tribes, and others are confronting 
longer fire seasons (Jolly et al. 2015), more large fires (Dennison et al. 2014), a tripling of 
homes burned, and a doubling of firefighter deaths (Rasker 2015). Federal agencies now 
spend $2 to $3 billion annually fighting fires (and in the case of the US Forest Service, 
over 50% of their budget), and the total cost to society may be up to 30 times more than the 
direct cost of firefighting. If we want to contain these costs and reduce risks to communities, 
economies, and natural systems, we can draw on the best available science when designing fire 
management strategies, as called for in the recent federal report on Wildland Fire Science and 
Technology. Here, we highlight key science insights that can contribute to the public discourse 
on wildfire policy and associated management of forests, woodlands, and shrublands. This 
information is fundamental to decisions that will promote resilient communities and landscapes 
facing more fire in the future. 

1. Fire size and frequency will increase under a warmer and drier climate 
 
Weather and climate are the primary determinants of the total acreage burned in nearly all 
western forests, woodlands and shrublands (Littell et al. 2009, Jolly et al. 2015, Jin et al. 2015). 
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While past human activities—like fire suppression or logging—can fuel bigger, hotter fires, 
these effects are small compared to the role of drought, temperature and wind on annual area 
burned. Centuries of evidence of past fire activity from tree-ring and lake-sediment records 
clearly show that more total area burns during warm periods than during intervals with cool or 
average climate conditions (Kitzberger et al. 2007, Marlon et al. 2012, Calder et al. 2015). As 
the climate continues to warm, our knowledge of the past tells us that more area will burn 
across the West. Because climate’s influence on wildfire is so strong, we are facing an 
inevitable trend of increasing annual area burned, and will need to learn how to adapt to more 
wildfire. 

2. Fuel reduction on federal lands will do little to reduce acreage burned and homes lost 
 
Efforts to “thin the threat” and expand fuels reduction treatments (e.g. thinning and/or 
prescribed fire) on federal lands are often promoted to reduce the flammability of wildlands and 
save homes. Increasing the pace and extent of fuel treatments is a valuable goal because 
treatments can sometimes reduce fire severity and assist tactical firefighting locally (Hudak et 
al. 2011). However, the costs of thinning are high and the operational challenges are 
considerable, limiting where, and the extent to which, treatments are feasible (Calkin et al. 
2015, North et al. 2015, Boer et al. 2015). Furthermore, federal fuel management programs do 
not have jurisdiction to directly mitigate fire risk on private lands, where the threat to public 
safety and property is most acute. By some estimates, private land accounts for 52 million acres 
of forests considered to be at highest fire risk across the Western states (American Forest 
Foundation, 2015) and most land in and around western communities is private, limiting federal 
agency ability to treat near homes (Schoennagel et al. 2009). We will never be able to treat 
enough land to alter the trend of increasing acreage burned, but prioritizing federal fuel 
treatments around communities and creating better mechanisms for reducing fuels on private 
land can help reduce home loss and better protect communities. 

3. Not all forests need restoration 
 
The need for forest restoration to undo the effects of past fire suppression is often invoked 
in fire policy discussions, yet only some landscapes need such restoration (Schoennagel et 
al. 2004). Restoration is often appropriate in dry forests where logging and fire suppression since 
the 1950s have shifted open, park-like forests to less patchy, dense forests today. The increased 
and more continuous fuel loads have shifted fires from past frequent low-severity to present-day 
high-severity events (Stephens et al. 2013, Hessburg et al 2015). For example, in some forests 
dominated by ponderosa pine, thinning and prescribed fire can help restore low tree density, 
reduce fuel continuity, lower fire severity, and provide important ecosystem services such as 
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watershed protection, climate modulation, wildlife habitat, scenery, recreational opportunities, 
and wood products. 

Not all western forests need restoration to remedy effects of past fire suppression. In contrast to 
dry and formerly open low-elevation forests, moister and cooler high-elevation forests naturally 
support high tree densities and fires of mostly high severity. Here, forest densities have changed 
little from their pre-suppression-era condition; therefore, such restoration is not needed. A large 
portion of western forests fall in between these two extremes, and the restoration need in such 
mid-elevation, mixed-severity-fire forests is highly variable and the subject of active debate. 
Climate change may also render restoration less important than adaptation and mitigation in 
many natural systems, since future environmental conditions may or may not resemble those of 
the past. In short, not all forests are equally “out of whack” due to past fire suppression, and the 
need for restoration is not universal. 

4. High severity fires often have ecological benefits 
 
High-severity fires are the norm in many systems, such as chaparral, lodgepole pine and spruce-
fir forests. While it is easy to understand why humans perceive severe fires as 
“catastrophic”, severely burned landscapes are neither “destroyed” nor “lifeless” in terms of 
their ecological integrity. Many plant and animal species require recently blackened forests of 
standing dead trees to persist (Bond et al. 2012, Hutto et al. 2015) and are clearly adapted to 
high-severity fire. For example, the black-backed woodpecker’s association with blackened trees 
is reflected in its jet-black coloration, and its prey (the jewel beetle) detects newly burned forest 
using its infrared heat sensors. These animals, and others, reflect a long evolutionary history 
between organisms and severe wildfire. 

Such adaptations also confirm what we know from tree-ring and lake-sediment records, namely, 
that severely burned conditions have occurred for millennia across a broad range of shrublands 
and forests throughout the West (Whitlock et al. 2008, Keeley et al. 2011). Large severe fires 
often create complex patterns in which much of the burned area is close to unburned seed 
sources. In these landscapes, trees and/or shrubs naturally re-establish soon after fire without 
active post-fire restoration efforts (Turner et al. 1994, Kemp et al. 2015). Severe fire is not 
necessarily ecologically catastrophic, but rather a natural mechanism of renewal and diversity. 

5. Insect outbreaks do not necessarily make fires worse 
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In the last 15 years, tiny, native insects called bark beetles have killed trees on more than 47 
million acres of forest in the western US. But just like fires do not burn every tree, beetle 
outbreaks vary widely in their impacts, with many areas only lightly affected. Beetle outbreaks 
have occurred periodically for millennia, and forests that have co-evolved with these insects 
recover well from outbreaks without management intervention. Expensive programs to remove 
insect-attacked trees, even in remote areas, have been proposed out of understandable fear that 
the dead trees will fuel large fires. However, data show that bark beetles have little influence on 
the occurrence (Hart et al. 2015) or severity of forest fires in the 10 to 15 years after the trees 
have died (Harvey et al. 2014). In high-elevation and high-latitude forests (where many of the 
worst outbreaks have occurred), high-severity wildfires are the norm, so bark beetle activity 
rarely makes those fires more severe than fires occurring in the absence of bark beetle outbreaks. 
In general, weather and climate are the key drivers of fire occurrence; large severe fires are more 
likely when it’s hot, dry and windy, regardless of beetle outbreaks. 

6. Land-use planning can reduce wildfire risk 
 
Most firefighting risks and costs are directly related to protecting communities from active 
wildfires, especially during warm dry years, when widespread fires threaten many communities 
at the same time (Morgan et al. 2008, Rasker 2015). However, most fire policy and 
management to date has focused on taming fire risk in relatively undeveloped landscapes, not on 
directly reducing risk to communities. Better community planning efforts and homeowner 
practices will keep people and structures out of harm’s way (Moritz et al. 2014, Calkin et al. 
2014). Strengthening national programs like Fire Adapted Communities, Fire Adapted 
Communities Learning Network, and FIREWISE, will help homeowners select fire-resistant 
building and landscaping materials and encourage routine yard maintenance within ~200 feet of 
their homes. Social science indicates stronger incentives for builders and local governments will 
create more fire defensible developments that would ultimately reduce costs to taxpayers 
(Rasker 2015). 

Some cities have already adopted community planning tools to reduce wildfire risk: San 
Diego enforces strict brush management regulations, the Flagstaff fire department uses a 
successful Wildland Urban Interface development code to protect properties, and Santa Fe 
applies stringent fire-safe regulations on new developments to protect its watershed.  There’s 
ample opportunity for land-use planning to play a positive role—84% of Wildland Urban 
Interface lands in the West do not yet have homes (Gude et al. 2008), and future fire risk 
greatly depends on how or if such areas get developed. 
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7. Managing more fires to burn safely can reduce risk and increase ecological benefit 
 
Fire fighters suppress at least 95% of all fires, but managing some fires to burn safely is one 
important way to reduce future wildfire threat and increase ecological benefit (Calkin et al. 
2015,North et al. 2015). Natural or prescribed fire today can help prevent worse fires 
tomorrow—flames consume debris and live fuel, often limiting the places where new fires can 
burn (Prichard et al. 2014, Parks et al. 2015). Monitoring and managing fires that occur under 
moderate climate conditions can restore landscapes, aid vegetation recovery, and may reduce the 
risk of large severe fires during extreme conditions. Strategic planning for future fires is a 
crucial part of integrated fire management, where fire can restore and maintain healthy natural 
systems with minimal threat to people, their homes, and the places they value. 
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